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About This Content

Back at it again at Hiveswap Friendsim—here, at the auspicious tenth volume. Wow. Ten whole volumes. That’s over TWENTY
WHOLE FRIENDS! You can feel the sparkle of your success stories billowing in your wake, leaving a trail of stardust wherever

you go. Seems like this might be a good time to sit back, relax, coast a little bit. After all, you’re so very good at this.

But you know what they say. Pride cometh before a fall. And boy, do you know all about falls. Literal and figurative. Good
thing you are a charmingly invulnerable video game character and not an actual person.

Speaking of actual people—wow. Look at these two huge nerds. You seriously can’t wait to get all up in their business. Allow us
to pave the way.

---

You just crash-landed on Alternia, and you’re DESPERATE for friendship! Anyone will do...wait, who are those two trolls
approaching you?

The Hiveswap Friendsim is a quick, loosely-canonical visual novel adventure following the efforts of the unnamed protagonist
(that’s you!) to survive and maybe even thrive on the harsh surface of ALTERNIA. Set in the time of Hiveswap: Act 1, this

episodic visual novel’s opening volume, written by Homestuck creator Andrew Hussie, is sure to satisfy Homestuck and
Hiveswap fans who are eager for a darker stroll across the Alternian landscape.

Future episodes will arrive regularly as DLC.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 1.66 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Any DirectX-compatible card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space
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hiveswap friendsim volume 10. hiveswap friendsim volume 1-10

Good fart game and nc story line. So, yeah why not.. This game is pretty fun. It's really just a wave shooter with a boss fight at
the end. However, it's a fun wave shooter. You basically teleport to different locations that are setups for getting enemies down
as quickly as possible. You'll use either a shuriken gun contraption on your arm or a bow and arrow.

You don't need a roomscale setup to play this title, but it is recommended. Not only to get behind cover when possible, but to
duck and dodge projectiles. This will be important, especially on the boss fights. There is a nice variety of enemies, some get
behind cover, some run right towards you, and some are large enemies that will methodically approach you. The boss fights have
interesting combat mechanics, but are not complicated. It's simply to pay attention to not get hurt and to try to do as much
damage as possible within the time given to bring the boss down. If you die or run out of time, you will fail.

The graphics are nice. The sounds fit the environments. Keep in mind, there's really only two different levels at the moment,
although a third is coming. Each level can be finished at around 8 minutes of playtime or less.

Sale Price Rating 7\/10. I would only rate this game 5\/10 at normal price given the limited content currently.. Last track of this
soundtrack is corrupted.. well worth the money just please fix the path finding.... The gameplay is interesting as you need to
survive then command a small group of fellows to follow procedures to sustain the village. However, the UI is complex as it
requires you to hold buttons then mouse over and other stuff.. I managed to set up some of the settler but have no idea how i did
it.
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i never played this when i was younger and now it was kinda of annoying. i didn't like how the jetpack managed and the game
just felt lacking for me. while i did give it a decent time to try it out i just didn't get into it. so personally i don't recommend it.

I'm sure it had its fans and i know for a fact i was always happy to see old games i use to play come to steam so maybe for those
people who enjoyed it they should pick it up. just for anyone new don't hate on it just because its old. i at least gave it a chance..
Worst game I have ever played.

UI text blemeshes the eyes. Read dark text from brightly paneld UI to feel a nice sharp tinggling in your retina.
A game that gives you as many females as males to balance its ANTI-Male Bernie Supporting Developers.

I would say to stay far away from these optic nerds. I hate this UI text reading cr@p always when I think a game would be good.

Look at steam their UI is darker than their text??? See how easy this is on the eyes???? see??! Why do Developers not???. Glad
to have 2D fighting game terms like Special Cancels & Jump Attacks in since Capcom's Akuma of SF series got in TK7 (as part
of TKxSF dev test on how SF chars playstyle like in Tekken gameplay).

However, for lack of her English voice, maybe something happened back in KOFXIII console in beginning. Mai did have an
English voice back in Maximum Impact 1 - 2 until in XIII arcade version where the ENG voice casting unused & recently
removed in console version, in which later carry this on to the later SNK games like KOFXIV for now. Something tells me not
only small budgets & experience, SNK needs to learn how to find a decent ENG VA carefully to ensure not to end up disastrous
as the incomplete XII game again. Very nice play style, emersive, more than I expected from playing the demo. I've seen my
friends' characters in the game, and it makes me very excited to finally be able to play it after waiting so long for the release!

Mind you, there is a few bugs, and that's going to happen, but Savage has been working hard to fix said bugs. It's really awesome
when you mention a bug in the game, and it's fixed the next day. xD shows how much he cares about the people playing!!!

If you'd like to see a playthrough and potentially talk to the creator, Savage Dragoon, join me when I stream! 
https:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/potsie30. i bought this game and now it says i dont have it
. A Tower Defense game, between average and good. Graphics are colourful, but need a powerfull hardware to run, even in low
quality; when screen has plenty of action, can cause lags and crashes.

Mechanics is right; has only 5 towers to choose, but each has 4 possible upgrades. Also there is 5 kinds of powerfull items, with
a crescent price by use. Towers and items must be unblocked by ingame progress. The economy is based in a mixed system of
farming and gems, to buy towers, upgrades and items.

The gameplay is a harsh challenge, because its normal difficulty is high, and indeed there are two more hard modes: really no
has an easy mode. The enemy bugs are varied, but as there aren't pathways in scenaries, they go where they want to, attacking
towers directly: the player must to defend himself, his base, his crops, and his towers, and are very weak. And if this not was
enought, enemy has air supremacy and does shellings... As result, game only can be finished by using a lot the special items,
specially in harder mode.

Finish the 13 scenaries in 3 modes take about 60 hours, reaching a 80% of achievements. As has a childishs style and story, a
coop option and don't show violence against humans (except a poor scenary about zombies), is very recomendable for children,
surely its good reputation come from their opinions.. Waste of $20. I downloaded the game for my son and as soon as I started it
up, it was offcenter and can't be full screened or adjusted so you can't see whats going on. All you can see is a tractor literally in
front of the main menu. And then if you can figure out how to accidentally start the game you play the whole game from a
fixxed position behind a crash wall barrier. Like I said, worst waste of $20 I've ever done in my life. And I once bought my
own\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665back from a thief once.. One Deck Dungeon is a card game that has been brought
into the digital realm pretty well. It is a dice based game of fighting monsters as 1 or 2 characters using a single deck for the
whole journey. Despite how it may seem, this is not an easy game, nor is it intended to be. Expect to be killed a fair amount of
times before you get the hang of it but once you learn the tricks, gotten the hang of the skills, and all that stuff, this game wont
be too hard. It's a great game for those who enjoy a decent challenge with the ever looming threat of RNGesus messing you up
(It is dice after all).

The core game is done, but as of now there are several bits of additional content in the works containing a new boss and a few
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playable characters (including a cameo from Sentinels of the Multiverse, also work by Handelabra).
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